Storage Area Network Market: By Solution (Software, & Hardware), By Service (Integration Service, Consulting Services, Training, & Support Services), Type (Hyperscale, & Enterprise), End-User (SMB, & Large Business), forecast (2014-2021)

Description: Storage area network is a high performance, high speed, secured, data transfer network that will be responsible to connect the storage devices like disk arrays, tape libraries to the server and will enable user to access to consolidated block level storage. The storage area network will primarily combine the computational and the shared storage and eliminate the requirement of a separate storage. This storage area network can support a very high speed data transfer. One of the major key importance of using storage area network is centralized backup. In centralized backup servers, user have backup in the main server and will be able to view stored data on local disks. Few additional features of this storage area networks are storage virtualization and dynamic failover protection. Moreover, easy availability and increase in I/O performance with increase in number of interconnected devices make server service area network an efficient system. Globally advancement of technology and business operations, and low upgradation cost are the prime growth drivers of storage area network market. However, deployment issues owing to complicated integration is a key restraint for storage area network market.

This report identifies the global storage area network market size in for the year 2014-2016, and forecast of the same for year 2021. It also highlights the potential growth opportunities in the coming years, while also reviewing the market drivers, restraints, growth indicators, challenges, market dynamics, competitive landscape, and other key aspects with respect to storage area network market.

Geographically North America dominated global storage area network market, followed by Europe and Asia Pacific is projected to have the fastest growth, owing to a number of factors including increasing data traffic, rising number of data centers, and requirement for improved data storage management in developing economies such as China and India are driving the growth of the server SAN market.

This report segments global storage area network market on the basis of solution, service, type, end-user, and regional market as follows:
- Storage Area Network Market, By solution: Software, & Hardware
- Storage Area Network Market, By Services; Integration Service, Consulting Services, Training, & Support Services
The report has focused study on storage area network market by type: Hyperscale, & Enterprise
The report has focused study on storage area network market on the basis of end-user industry in which its used: Small and Medium Business (SMBs), & Large Business
This is report has been further segmented into major regions, which includes detailed analysis of each region such as: North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific (APAC), and Rest of the World (RoW) covering all the major country level markets in each of the region.

This report identifies all the major companies operating in the storage area network market. Some of the major companies' profiles in detail are as follows:
- Emc Corporation
- Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
- Citrix Systems
- Nutanix
- Datacore
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